LED SMART PRIVACY POLICY

Privacy Policy

This Online Privacy Policy covers LED SMART Inc.’s treatment of “Personal Information” that LED SMART Inc. receives. By accessing or using the LED SMART Inc. websites, you agree to the terms of the LED SMART Inc. Privacy Policy, as outlined below. If you do not agree to these terms, please do not access or use this site. LED SMART Inc. reserves the right to change this Online Privacy Policy from time to time at its sole discretion. Your use of this site will be subject to the most current version of the Online Privacy Policy at the time of such use.

Need for Personal Information

Do not provide Personal Information about yourself unless LED SMART Inc. specifically requests information which identifies you and/or your company. If you elect to receive a quote for products from LED SMART Inc., we may ask that you provide Personal Information, such as your first and last name, mailing address, billing address, email address, company name, job title, telephone and facsimile numbers, and other personal identifying information.

When requesting a quote portions of the information we ask you to provide is identified as mandatory and some as voluntary. If you do not provide the mandatory data with respect to product quotes, the submission will not be processed.

Fax and Email Ordering

LED SMART Inc. takes reasonable measures to ensure that information submitted via email or fax is stored securely and intact. LED SMART Inc. employs physical security and strict access policies to help protect your data against loss, damage, theft, and unauthorized use. However, any Information sent via email or fax is not 100% secure. Information that you choose to send by email or fax is sent at your own risk. LED SMART Inc. will not be held responsible for lost or intercepted information sent via email or fax.

Sharing of Personal Information

Information about our Customers is an important part of our business; with respect to your privacy, LED SMART Inc. does not share or sell Customer Information.
Cookies

We may place a text file called a “cookie” in the browser files of your computer. The cookie itself does not contain Personal Information although it will enable our websites to relate your use of the websites to information that you have specifically and knowingly provided to the site.

Updating Personal Information

You have the right to access and correct your Personal Information at any time. You may also access and correct your Personal Information and privacy preferences by writing or calling LED SMART Inc. at the following address and phone number:

LED SMART Inc.
18905 32 Avenue
Surrey, BC V3Z 1A7
Canada
Our Office: 604.385.1236

Privacy Related Complaints

If you believe that LED SMART Inc. has not complied with this Online Privacy Policy with respect to your Personal Information, you may write LED SMART Inc. at the address indicated above.

If you have questions about this policy, please e-mail us at info@ledsmart.com